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ABSTRACT 
111 this thesis, we consider the problem of modelling time series data using 
piece wise autoregressive (AR) processes. An existing algorithm, automatic piece-
wise autoregressive modelling procedure (Auto-PARM), is found to be particu-
larly effective in searching the break points for piecewise AR processes by iiiin-
imiziiig a (Til,(Tia known as t.li(，miniiimm (l(�s(Tii)t,i()n 1(�邮-,li (MDL). Th(�aim 
of this thesis is to improve Auto-PARM by incorporating a procedure to select 
relevant autoregressive terms in each piece more carefully. Smoothly clipped ab-
solute deviation (SCAD) penalty function is employed to identify and estimate 
the relevant terms of seasonal patterns. Also, instead of minimizing the MDL. 
our criteria of optimality is derived from a Bayesian argument. The goal is to 
find the combination of the iminbei. of segments, the lengths of segments, and the 
orclcTs of t,li(，pi(H'.owis(i AR. procx^ssos that inaxiinizc^ tli() (x)iT(isp()ii(liiig posterior 
density to provide l^etter forecasts. Similar to Auto-PARM, a genetic algorithm 
is employed to solve this optimization problem. The forecasting perfonnaiice of 
our implementation is compared against with that of Auto-PARM by simulation 
and a real data study. 
i 
摘要 
本文研究以分段自回歸過程[Piecewise Autoregressive Processes 3來建立 
時間數列模型的問題。現有的「自動分段回歸過程模型建立方法」� A u t o -
PARM ]能有效地以最小描述長度� M D L �原則來選取分段自回歸過程的分割 
位置。本文旨在於每一分段加入一個程序來選取適切的自回歸項以作改進。我 
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In the first course of Statistics, data axe often assumed to be independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, this assumption is violated in many 
l)iacti(;al api)li(;ati()iis WIKUI data aid (‘()ll(�(VL�(i s(，(iu(uitially ()v(�i. tiiii(\ In ()r(lci. 
to capture the dependence among the data, the concept of serial dependence is 
introduced upon which a time series model is built. 
In order to perform inference and predict from a, time series model, the serial 
dependence structure is usually assumed to be time-invariant. Such assumption 
is known as t,li(�c.oiiditioii of stat ioiiarity. In fact, any stationary Uiiin soi.ios 
model could be characterized by the Wold decomposition formula: (See P.46-47 
of Box. Jenkins and Reinsel 1994) every zero-mean stationary process { X J can 
be expressed as a moving average process of possibly infinite order (denoted as 
MA(oo)), i.e., 
Xt = a,, + Pittt-i + /?2«'t-2 + •.. 
1 
where {a , } are i.i.d. with mean zero and variance (J^  and [ p j ] is a sequence of 
11 on-random weights. {Xt } could also be represented as an autoregressive (AR) 
process of possibly infinite orders (denoted as AR(oo)) i.e., 
Xt = aet + 1 + 小2Xt—2 H 
{ F I } is i.i.d. with IIK^aii 0 and vai.iaiia) 1. rr > 0 and { } is a SCQUOIKX) of 
non-random weights. 
In practice, the stationarity condition may not hold and some aspects of the 
(lata, (e.g. the mean level, the variance and the dependence structure of the 
process) may cliange over time. A more general model is the following piecewise 
stat ionary pr(>(:(�ss: 
.m+l 
？t. - (1 .1) 
where n is the length of the process { y j , “ � is the indicator function for 
the set A, { X , � } for j 二 1 ’ . . . ’ 777, + 1 is a sequence of sttitionary processes, and 
丄=TV) < < •.. < Trn+i = n-\- l circ. the bi(^fik points. According to Oinbao, Raz. 
Von Sachs and Malow (2001), equation (1.1) can approximate the class of locally 
stationary process proposed by Dalhaus (1997). That is, the time-varying depen-
dence structure is approximated by some stationary serial correlation structures 
which are abruptly altered at certain break points in time. 
Siii(:() a stationary time sm.ias can w(;ll-a])pi'()ximat{；d by a s\iffici(nitly high 
order autoregressive (AR.) process according to the aforementioned Wold decom-
position. the locally stationary behaviour should also be approximated by piece-
2 
wise AR processes, i.e. setting {Xt^j} in equation (1.1) by an AR{pj) process 
= <A7’o + 0 j ’ iA ,Hj + . . - + <fepjAVp”j + f7jet- (1.2) 
ipj ：= (0j ’o，…，4>j,yj , cr》）is the parairietcu' voctoi. of the AR(巧•) process, and 
the noise sequence { e j is i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance 1. 
Davis, Lee and Rodriguez-Yam (2006) propose estimating the piecewise AR 
model by optimizing a, criteria, called the minimum description length (MDL) 
via A\ito-PARM which is a genetic-algorithin-based procedure. The aim of this 
th(\sis is to sug '^(\st an ak(�rmitiv(�Bay(\siaii pproach wliich (�iml)l(�s us to di()os(� 
the aiitoregressivc terms in each piece more carefully than Auto-PARM. Since 
our procedure could help in recovering the undeilying seasonality in each piece 
better, more accurate forecast could be obtained. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of 
Aut()-PARA4 ])i()(:o(lur(i of Davis, L a � a n d R,()(liigu�z-Yam (2()()G). Our pioposwl 
methodology is presented in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate the power of 
our procedure by using simulation and a real data, example, respectively. Finally, 
a. discussion and conclusion is given in Chapter 6. 
3 
Chapter 2 
Modelling Piecewise A R model 
2.1 Background 
Structural breaks models have been widely applied in different fields. For exam-
ple, they were used to analyse the U.S. gross national production, speech sig-
nals, iiii卿、signals and l)i()iii(:(ii(:al signals such as Iniinaii ()l(x:t,r()(�u(:�i)lml()[^mms 
(EEGs). Various approaches for break point estimation have been considered in 
the literature. For instance, Chen and Gupta (1997) consider the problem of 
detecting multiple variance change points in a sequence of independent Gaus-
sian random variables. Adak (1998) proposes a segmentation procedure using 
l)iiifiry t,i-(�(;s and wiiidowcul spcx t^ra. Piinskaya, Aiulricui, Doucct and Fitzgerald 
(2002) employ Bayesian methodology and their implementation is done via the 
method of reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Bai and Perron 
(2003) examine the multiple change point modelling for the case of multiple linear 
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regression. 
Piecewise AR model is a special case in the class of structural breaks models for 
time series data. It has been studied in a number of academic articles. For exam-
ple, Lai, Liu and Xing (2005) derive closed-form recursive Bayes estimates of the 
regression parameters and error variance by assuming conjugate priors. Ombao. 
Raz, Von Sachs and Malow (2001) implement a segmentation procedure based 
on the smooth localized complex exponential (SLEX) transformation, which is a 
family of orthogonal transformations. Davis, Leo and Rodriguez-Yam (2006) pro-
posc an automatic piecewise autoregrcssive modelling procedure (Aiito-PARj\I) 
iLsiiig the genetic algorithm and the mininmm (kscTiptioii length principle. 
Since the genetic algorithm (GA) used in Auto-PARM is found to be particu-
larly effective in searching the break points, this thesis will derive an alternative 
estimation procedure based upon GA and will coiripare its performance with that 
of Aiito-PARM. The derivation of our procedure will be presented in Chapter 3. 
In the following sections, we will first review the methodology of Auto-PARM. 
2.2 Introduction to Auto-PARM 
Auto-PARM introduced in Davis et al. (2006) is a method of estimating piecewise 
AR m()(lds as in (Hiuatioii (1.1) and (1.2). Th(，pamimUcrs of a pi�(x�wis(，AR 
process include the iminber of pieces (denoted by rn + 1)，break points between 
the j-th. and the ( j + l)-th AR processes {tj for j = 1，…,m), the AR orders 
5 
( P i , . . . , Pm+i) and the AR parameters (i/'j for .7 == 1, • • • , m + 1) for each segment. 
Note that the standard maximum likelihood method leads to singular estimates. 
Therefore, instead of maximizing the likelihood, Davis et al. (2006) propose 
minimizing the minimum description length which we are going to explain in the 
next section. 
2.3 Minimum Description Length 
Miiiiiniuii description length (MDL) is a principle for model selection developed 
from Ui(�coding Ui(�m.y (S(�(�RissaiKUi (1989) aiid lianscui and Yu (2(){)i)). D(,-
scriptioii length can l)e viewed as the amount of memory space needed to store 
the code of data. Therefore, description with the shortest code length is of special 
interest as it enables the rimximum compression of the data. 
The code length of the observed time series is decomposed into two 
t;(�i.ms: 
C L A y ) = C L j r ( f ) + CLjr(elf-), (2.1) 
/N A A 
The first term, CLjr[T), is due to the fitted model T and CLjr(e|jF) is related 
to the residuals e = y — y, where y is the fitted vector for y. 
Storing T is equivalent to storing m and all T/S, Pj'S and ip.j's, where 水 ! is 
the inaximuin likelihood estimate of ipj given m, T/S and p /s . Note that < 
can be easily computed by using Yule-Walker algorithm. Therefore, CLjr[T) in 
6 
equation (2.1) can be evaluated by: 
CL:r{^) = CLjr{m.) + C L ^ ( R I , . . . , T爪）+ ... 
= C L j r ( n i ) + CLjr{ni,. •. ,'H.,n+i) + CLj^i'pi,. •. 
+ … . + C L 4 + i ) ’ （2.2) 
and Hj r.j — T”I is the number of observations in the j-tli segment of , . 
Rissaneii (1989) states that CL(I) = log2 / for an integer I whose value is not 
hounded, and CL(I) = log2 hi for an integer I with a known upper bound /�.:• 
Also, according to Rissaneii (1989), ^ log2 N bits are ncocled to store a niaxinium 
likelihood estimate of a real parameter computed from N observations. Thus, 
given integers m and p ” CLjr[m) — logs and CLjr(pj) = log2Pj. As n^'s 
are bounded by the length of the observed data n, CLjr{nj) — log^ n for all j . 
A 
Since each of the pj + 2 parameters of tpj is computed from iij observations, 
= ^ ^ log2 iij. All these results imply that the code length for the 
fitted model is given by: 
m+l 771+1 + 2 
CLjr(T) = k)g27Tl+ ( m + l ) l o g 2 n + 巧 + 〜.(2.3) 
.7=1 .7=1 
Under the assumptions that (i) the yt's in each segment is independent to those 
ill otlun- s()gm(mt,s，and (ii) tlw. yt's in t,h(�j-th sogimmt, from an AR.(巧•）procx^ ss 
with parameters ipj and Gaussian errors with variance a,，the code length of the 
residuals is given by the negative of the log (in base 2) likelihood of the model 
7 
for fixed m and r^  's: 
=-log2 L{m, To,..., T„” ’ . . .，'lpm+l) 
m+1 
= -
1 1 ^ A 
= l o g > 2 [ ( 2 兀 的 e x p { — I ] 丨 " — k o - k \ ! h - � 
卜 •> A ill 产segment 
Siii(.(�ipj is ()l)taiii(xl hy maximizing’ the likdiliood of t lu� j - t l i sogiiuuit. 
^ ("/ — (hs^ — 0j’r"/ —1 <^ j，P,,"/.—P,)2 = "j^j-
I. ill y'seginent 
That impli(\s 
in+1 
/�m+l ] \ 
= l o g . ( e ) E 学 l o g ( 2 7 r巧）+登 . (2.4) 
VLj=i � ) 
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) gives 
•m+l 
CL^(y) = log2(e)[log(77i) + (771 + 1) log n + ^ log巧 
j=i 
rn+l I „ m+l 
j=i “ j=i 
The minimum description length (MDL) of Davis et al. (2006) is CL^(y) 
after ignoring the constants log2(e) and n/2: 
MDL(rii,Ti,. .•’7•爪，Pi，... (2.5) 
7J1.+1 m+l . + 2 "1+1 7飞 
= l o g m + (771+1) log n + Y^ \ogPj + ^ log + XI y log 2?!•约 
j = l j=\ jz=l 
8 
Since <TJ can be easily computed once m, p -^'s and are determined, min-
imizing the MDL reduced to a combinatorial optimization problem. In Auto-
PARM, such a complex problem is solved by using genetic algorithm (GA) which 
will be discussed in the next section. 
2.4 Genetic Algorithm 
GA iiiiinics the iiiedianics of natural selection: survival of the fittest. To iinple-
inent GA, pammetci. vector in the search space, ( m ， T i , … , • • • ,p,n+\) is 
represented in a foriii called cliroiiiosoine. For Auto-FARM, Davis (3t al. (2006) 
suggest using the following representation: 
—1, if HO 1)i.�ak ])()iiit, at. t, 
St 二 (2.6) 
])j, if t = Tj—i and the AR order for the j—th piece is pj, 
where St is called the gene value at location t. 
To guarantee that there are sufficient observations for estimating the param-
(，t,(n.s of AK{pj) procxiss in tlu^ j-tli Koginoiit, reasonably wdl，a miiiimum span 
constraint is imposed. Under such constraint, each segment with AR order p is 
made to have at least, rrip observations. Moreover, all AR orders are bounded 
above by a, sufficiently large Pq to ensure that the number of AR terms is under 
control. Davis et al. (2006) set Pq = 20 and use m^ as listed in Table 2.1. 
All initial s(化 of diroiriosoiru^s is randomly g(ni(^ rat(ul such tliat Si is assigiuHl to 
be a break point with probability ttb- For Auto-PARM, tib is set to be 10/n where 
n is the number of observations. Given that St is a break point, the corresponding 
9 
p 0-1 2 3 4 5 G 7-10 11-20 
n i � ) 1 0 12 14 16 18 20 25 50 
Table 2.1: Values of rrip used in the Auto-PARM 
AR order is selected from the uniform distribution over 0 , 1 , . . . , PQ- From the 
initial s(�t, dii.oiii()s()ii.i(\s ai.(�’ i,q>ro(lu(xHl according to tlio i.ulos which will b(； 
elaborated in the next section. 
2.5 Reproduction Rules 
Crossover and mutation are two probabilistic transition rules for reproduction 
ill GA. Crossover aims at passing the best parts of the parent chromosomes to 
the offspring, while mutation introduces jumps to the offspring and prevents 
the offspring from trapping in the local optima. Given an initial set of parent 
('hi()iii()S()iiH\s of a ])()])ulati()ii s i z ( � ( P S ) , (t()SS()V(t and mutation ar(�a])pli(Hl to 
some randoiiily chosen parents to produce another PS offspring chromosomes for 
the next generation. The crossover and mutation operations are conducted with 
probabilities ttc and 1 — TTC, respectively. Once PS offspring chromosomes are 
reproduced, next generation offspring are further produced from the offspring of 
Ui(�（MIT(�iit GCUKN-FITIOII. In Aiito-PAR.M, PS and ttc dias(;ii to hv. 40 and 
1 — mii.i(7np)/n = {n — 10)/n respectively. 
Since a smaller MDL is the target of the crossover operation, a parent cliro-
10 
inosome is sampled with probability inversely proportional to its rank of MDL. 
After a pair of parent chromosomes is chosen with replacements, the offspring. 
(for each t = 1,..., n) is set to be that of one of the parents with equal prob-
ability. If the offspring chromosome violates the minimum span constraint, it is 
deleted and another offspring is generated using the same random mechanism. 
Such procedure is repeated until the minimum span constraint is satisfied. 
For inutatioii, a parent chromosome is selected from the population with equal 
likelihood. The Si (for each t = 1,..., n) of the offspring; is set to be the same 
as that of the parent with probability 717，and is set as —1 with probability TT.V. 
There is also a pioba])ility of 1 — TTP — TT/V that a randomly generated AR order 
is set as (S,. Again, if the iiiiiiiiiiuiii span coiiclitioii is not met. another offspring 
is regenerated until the condition is satisfied. Botli TT,) and ttn are set to be 0.3 
ill Auto-FARM. 
Furthennore, an island model of GA is implemented to improve efficiency in 
Auto-FARM, i.e.. canonical GA's are run in N I different sub-populations simul-
taneously and periodically migrate among the islands according to the following 
migration policy: migration is allowed for ovory A'/, gonorations to roplaco tho 
worst Mn chromosomes from the j-th island by the best Mn chromosomes from 
the (J — l)-th island, where j = 2,..., NI. For j 二 1, the best Mn chromosomes 
are migrated from the iV/-th island. The implenientatioii of Auto-PARM chooses 
NI = 40, Mi = 5 and M/v = 2. 
Convorgonco is dcxilarod wh(mov(n. the c.hromosomo with the smallest MDL 
11 
value at the end of migration does not change for 10 consecutive migrations, or 
when the total number of migrations exceeds 20. 
The following flowcharts summarize the Auto-PARM procedure: 
For each island, 
sample PS initial chromosomes 
(using 7TB) that satisfy the 
minimum span constraint 
For each island, 
CROSSOVER / MUTATION 
N O ^ 
Mod (# of iteration, M )^ = 0? 
YES 
MIGRATION 




Figure 2.1: Flowdiait of Aiito-PARM 
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FOR EACH ISLAND 
Pr jTf Pr l-ji<-
I I 「 ； 
CROSSOVER MUTATION 
A pair of panent (I & II) chromosomes One pront chromosome is 
is chosen with tepleycements by losing chosen is randomly chosen with 
probabilities iitversely proportional to equal probability, 
the i^nks ofMDLs. 
11 7 ^ 
丨 • I 5i takes the corresponding gene 
I ~ ^ ― 1 value fiDm the parent. 
I • — — r • 
YES t > n ? I h I 
I t = t + 1 Sett = 2 
NO I~ t = t+ l I • 
Pr 1/2 Pr 1J2 I 1 I ~ * | 
I 1 NO t > n ? YES 
I ± 
5i takes the 5itakes the St takes the 
correspondin conespondin ^ ^ ^ corresponding 
g gene value g gene value gene from 
from parent I. from {rai^nt II. the farent. 
Pr JT这 5, takes the — 
I value -1. 
5,takes a new 
randomly 
^ , ‘ • generated AR —— 
Prl-际order. 
Minimum span Minimum span 
^ condition is condition is ^ 
satisfied? YES " ( S T O P ) yES satisfied? 
NO ^ ^ ^ " NO 




Although the GA-based Auto-PARM procedure implemented by Davis et al. 
(2006) has been proved to be effective in estimating the piecewise AR model, 
Ui(�i.(�an�s()iii(�issues that y(�t, o 1)(�ad(li-�ss�(l: 
1. Each AR process is of the from: 
Vt = (p:j，Q + 0.7,11/A-l "I H (f>.hpjyt.-pj + CTj^t 
where Et are i.i.d. A厂(0’ 1) and ijt is in the j-th piece of the model. By 
using maximum likelihood estimation for ⑷，。為，丄，…,4>j,pj,cfj) given m, 
Tj's and pj's, all elements of will be very likely to be estimated as 
ii()ii-z(>i() vahi(\s ()v()ii tlio叩li s()iii() of Uicin may be (Hiual to ZWL.O duo to, say, 
(piecewise) seasonality. Such effect will lead to prediction error which could 
be quite substantial if the last piece of AR models is not selected carefully. 
2. The derivation of MDL presented in the last chapter approximates CL[n\’ •..，7'i,„) 
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by CL(n\) H + CZ/(n川.)without addressing their mutual dependence as 
well as the relationship with the minimum span constraint which involves 
Trip. Although Davis et al. (2006) prove that optimizing the MDL will lead 
to a consistent estimator for the set of break points under some regularity 
conditions, we would like to propose a Bayesian approach which enables us 
to select autoregressive terms more thoroughly. 
Ill this chapter, we will first present how to implement the model selection 
procechirc for the AR models via. the technology of maxiiiiiziiig the penalized 
likelihood. Wc suggest using the siiiootlily clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) 
penalty of Fan and Li (2001) who show several nice properties of such penalty. 
Then, the BayesicUi approach and the coirespoiidiiig GA-based algoritliin in find-
ing the posterior mode will be discussed. 
3.1 Estimation via Penalty Function 
Given a linear regression model 
y = x /3 + €, 
where y is an 7i x 1 vector, X is an n x d matrix, E(e) = 0 and Cov(e) = cr2l， 
the least squares method involves minimizing the sum of squares of deviations 
of the observed y,s from their expected values, i.e. ||y — X/3||2. The resulting 
(estimator of (3 is calknl the; l(^ as1, s(|uar(\s (estimator. It is not only an uiibiascxl 
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estimator of (3 but also comes with the minimum variance. However, if the model 
is mis-specified in the sense that some entries of /3 are equal to 0. then the least 
square estimator will not give minimum variance and will lead to poor prediction. 
Therefore: a good variable selection process is essential. 
A popular approach in variable selection is the method of penalized least 
squares, i.e. instead of minimizing the error sum of squares, the objective function 
is taken as 
1 
j=i 
where pj (•) is an noiincgative penalty function and X, is a tuning parameter for 
the y-tli coefficient. If A广s are set to be the same value (denoted by A), penalty 
functions are assinned to be the same for all j and the penalty function is allowed 
to depend on A. XjPj(| • |) could be written as • |). Assuming that the coluimis 
of X arc orthoiiornial, denoting z = X^y and let y = XX^y, the penalized error 
sum of squares is reduced to 
-||y - X/3||2 + f ^ p . m ) = -||y - yl^ + 全 — ftf + ^PA(lftl) . 
“ j=i “ j=\ j=i 
Such function could be minimized in a componentwise manner, i.e. by rniiiiinizing 
B(�f.()i.() wv. i)i.o(‘�(�(l to discuss various jxnialty fiuictioiis and tlunr impacts on 
the resulting estimators, we would like to highlight the relationship bet,ween 
the methodologies of penalized least squares, the penalized likelihood and the 
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Bayesian formulation. Note that the above penalized least squares expression 
can be rephrased as: 
1 d 
‘ j=i 
= m a x e x p { ^ | | y — X 例 2 — 
‘ j=i 
/ 1 一 1 — 1 " 
= ' ' T ) ||y — X/3|n e x p { — J ^ 'P^m)}-
Here the second line shows that the penalized least squares can be viewed as 
iiiaxiiiiiziiig a penalized loglikelihood function. The third line shows that the 
pr()(:(�dur(�is al o rc| nival out to the Bayesian formulation of the regrc^ssion model 
with the prior doiisity of (3 l)dng proportional to e x p { X ] 7 ' = 1 'P\(Il^jI)}• Note 
that instead of coinpiitiiig the posterior mean which is equivalent, to using the 
squared error loss, the methodology aims at computing at the posterior mode 
which is equivalent to using the 0-1 loss. 
3.2 Introduction to SCAD 
Different types of penalty function are developed recently. The hard thresholding 
penalty function = A^  - - \)'^1{\6\ < A) leads to the hard thresholding 
rule 
(see Antoniadis 1997 and Fan 1997). Well-known AIC (Akaike's Information Cri-
terion) and BIC (Bayesian Infonnation Criterion) are derived from the penalized 
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loglikelihood with Lq penalty px{\0\) = — 0), which is also called the 
entropy penalty, with A = A/2/‘" and >/(log 7i) jn respectively. 
Li penalty PA(|没I) = A|6'| results in the soft thresholding rule 
% = 一 A)+ 
by Doiioho and Johnstone (1994) under the aforementioned orthonormal set-
ting and leads to the penalized least squares estimate, LASSO (least absolute 
shrinkage and selection operator), proposed by Tibshirani (1996) for general X . 
L) ]){malty = (:mT(�sp()ii(l to th(�ease of rid办）r(�gi.(�ssi()ii whi l (� / "� , 
penalty P A ( | 叩 — - r e s u l t s in a bridge regression as explained by Fu (1998). 
The above penalty functions have different shortcomings and advantages. For 
example, the hard thresholding penalty function gives z as the estimator when \z 
is sufficiently large. Therefore, the estimate is unbiased in such case. However, 
th() (estimator is not continuous in z and will load to uiistabk; (estimations and 
predictions. 
On the other hand, although the solution of Lq penalty is continuous when q > 
1, the solution does not possess the spa.rsity property, i.e. setting estimators with 
small magnitudes to zero. Hence, it does not help reducing model complexity. 
For Li jxnialty, it produces a coiitiinious and sparse sohition but the; i.()sult,iiig 
estimator is shifted by a constant A and leads to some degree of bias. According 
to Fan and Li (2001), a good penalty function should produce an estimator which 
has the properties of unbiasedness, continuity and sparsity. 
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Fan and Li (2001) propose the smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) 
penalty function gx{0) whose first derivative with respect to 0 is expressed as 
follows: 
g'^(9) = XI(9 < A) + ("A ""?)+/(没 > A) for some a > 2 and 0 > 0. (3.1) 
ci — 1 
Figure 3.1 shows the graph of gx(0) for X = 2 and a = 3.7. 
The resulting thresholding rule is given by Fan (1997) as 
— A)+， when < 2A, 
谷 二 { ( " - 1) : — .sp?i(~)aA}/(a — 2), when 2A < |;r| < fl,A, (3-2) 
二 when 12! > aX. 
\ 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the SCAD thresholding function in equation (3.2) with A = 2 
and a = 3.7 
From t,li() tln(\sli()l(liiig rulo iii (xpuitioii (3.2), it is vlv.cxv tliat, SCAD givos a 
continuous thresholding rule that automatically sets small estimators [z with 
magnitude less than A) to zero. Moreover, the resulting estimator is z for large 
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values of \z\. In other words, SCAD possesses all three nice properties (continuity, 
sparsity and unbiasedness) in this case. 
3.3 Local Quadratic Approximation of SCAD 
Fan and Li (2001) propose maximizing the SCAD penalized loglikelihood function 
via the algorithm of local quadratic approximations. Given an initial value 
that is close to the inaximizer, jSj is set to be 0 if jJ?� is very close to 0. Otherwise, 
the SCAD penalty function can l)e locally approxiniated by a quadratic function 
as 
r/' ( ‘？⑴）+) 
[ " A D , 训 R = gmh>9n{P,) ^ ."、丨》丨 
when I")(丨)| + 0. That is, 
纖 I ) 一l/f)丨) + (3.3) 
卜 j 
A drawback of the above approximation is that once a component is set to 
zero, it will stay at zero. Hunter and Li (2005) suggest an improved version of 
local quadratic approximation by replacing 2|/?jo)| in equation (3.3) by 2(e + |/?jo)|) 
where 
A N(^wt()ii-Rai)hs()ii algoiitliiri is t,li(�ii used to maxiiiiizo tin; appi.oximatxid p � -
iialized loglikelihood function. That is, suppose (3� is the estimate of (5 at the 
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/r-th iteration, the next iteration updates the local quadratic approximation in 
the following manner: 
卢 ( / c + i ) = 卢 ⑷ - 《 卢 ⑷ ） — ⑷ ） 一 n E k l 3 ( % 
where E^ is the diagonal matrix with (j, j)-th entry + 人)l)，cifc 
is some positive scalar, and and W(- ) denote the Hessian matrix and 
gradient vector of the penalized log-likelihood, respectively. 
In the case of linear regression model with normal hoinoscedastic errors, 
^m 二 XTy - X^X^, 
it is l(mii(l 1 hat t.lic i.(�sult inj^ ; alji,()rit liiii is 
卢(A.+1) = { x T x + n E , } - ' X 7 y 
if cik is set to be 1，and the algorithm declares convergence whenever 
d 
j=i 
According to our experience, the above numerical procedure is terminated 
ill less than 20 iterations for usual AR model estimation. Since each iteration is 
essentially a penalized least square fit with the diagonal elements of X'^X inflated 
by nEk, the computational burden added on top of the least squares procedure 
(mi])loy()(l by Auto-PARAI is i.daUvdy small. In Clm])t()i.s 4 and 5, wc will show 
that the added advantage in prediction from correctly selecting the aiitoregressive 
terms worths the extra computational effort. 
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3.4 Bayesian Formulation and GA Implementa-
tion 
Since applying SCAD penalty can be interpreted as using a Bayesian methodology 
with a prior density induced by the penalty, we reformulate the whole estimation 
problem within the Bayesian framework instead of using the MDL as in Davis 
et al. (2006). That is. the parameters and ipj = , . . . , ip j^p.are 
treated as random. In particular, by using (jx (•) as the SCAD penalty with 
parameter A, we arrive at the prior density of ipj： 
Pj 
•厂(•/) a f][exp{-7ij.gA(|'0)，/c|)}, 
A-=l 
where ff^(-) is the SCAD penalty function with parameter A. By integrating 
(Hiuatioii (3.1) with Ixnuidary comlitimi = () .(jx(入)=A'^, 
< 
Xu, if 0 < w < A. ； — — • 
"aOO == f (a 十 1) - •^！^， if A < u < a\ 
if aX 
\ 
According to the Bayes risk argument and the simulation presented in Fan and 
Li (2001), an appropriate choice of a is 3.7. Therefore, the only free parameter 
in the penalty function is A. 
The prior model of break points is derived by assuming every time point 
has a probability tt to be a break point. Under such model, all r?,/s are i.i.d. 
Geoinetric{7v), i.e. 
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where rij = 丁:j — is the length of the j-th segment. Instead of specifying 
TT, we simply put a further layer of hierarchical structure: tt is assumed to be 
random and is distributed as a Beta(a, b) random variable. In fact, a and b are 
chosen to be 1 for our implementation which corresponds to taking TT as a uniform 
random variable on [0,1]. Under the Beta(a, b) specification, the unconditional 
joint probability distribution of n / s is given by: 
./o Til + a-\- b) 
Given { n � , ” ]) jY「么、the j-th AR model is presented as: 
= X 為 + ajSj 
where Sj is the vector of i.i.d. 1) random variables and the entries of Y j are 
those yt 's which belong to the j-tli segment and the row vectors of X j are the 
correspoiuliiig (1, yt-[, • • •，yt-pj)- Therefore, the posterior density is proportional 
to 
二 exp{ - Er=+/ l o g ( 2 兀） - 二 1 专 log o j - 1：;'二1 ( Y广X )功� : �广X為 ) 
- E g i ri, n i l oMtiA) + l ogr (m + a)十 l ogTE二丄 n, - m + b) 
- l o g r Q ： 二 、 + … ) } 
Siii(.(�i^j call 1)0 ()])taiii(xl via local quadratic approximation in tlio last 
section, the corresponding aj can be estimated by a^ = RSSj/rij where RSSj = 
A „ /S 
( Y j - Xjip^) ' { Y j — ^ j ip j ) . Thus the negative of the maximized log posterior 
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density can be expressed as: 
—log L = E 二 1 专(log(2兀)+ 1) + Z;二 1 f log 兮 
十 E 二 1 nj EfcLi "A(|成.fcl) — log r ( M + a) 
一 log r ( E S 1 n,. — m + b)+ log r i E S 'n, + a + b) 
which is a function of (???, {jij, t/^ j, Pjj^Ji^) and A. Note that ma,ximizing the log 
posterior density for a fixed A can be iinpleinented via GA just like Auto-PARM 
()xr(�pt, that t li() usual l(�ast, sqiiai.as procodurc for g(^ttiiig tlio ()st,iinat() of is 
replaced by the Xewton-R.aphson algorithm presented in the last section. Thus 
the (lefiiiitioii of cliroiiiosonie and the searching policies of GA remain unchanged 
for any fixed A. We simply suggest trying several A values and optimize the 
log posterior density for each possible A. Denote each maximized log posterior 
density by log L{X). The sclcctcd model is tlic one with the lowest value of BIC: 
-21ogL(A) + /clog n, 




In this chapter, two sets of simulation experiment are conducted to compare the 
forecasting perfoniiaiices of the Auto-FARM and the Bayesian-SCAD approach 
(lrv(](>i)(�d ill CliaptxT 3. 
4.1 Piecewise A R Process from Davis et al. (2006) 
Tlie following model was used by Davis et al. (2006) in comparing the perfor-
mance of Auto-PARAI and Aiito-SLEX procedure in Ombao et al. (2001): 
( 
0.9y;_i + et, if 1 < i < 512: 
二 - 0 .8 iy ;_2 + e^ if 513 < i < 768, (4.1) 
l.32Yt-i - 0.8iy<_2 + et, if 769 < t < 1024, 
where e , , � i . i . d . 7V(0,1). A typical realization of this process is shown in Figure 
4.1 
Auto-PARM is applied to the realization in Figure 4.1. Two break points are 
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Figure 4.1: A realization from the piecewise AR process in equation (4.1) 
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estimated with 干 、 = 5 1 3 and 千2 = 758. The largest AR orders (p\ = 1，/)2 = 2 
and P2, 二 2) are correctly identified. The fitted model is given by: 
( 
0.112 + 0.890y;,_,, if 1 < t < 512, 
= 0 . 0 5 7 + 1 . 6 9 8 y ( _ i - 0 . 8 2 4 3 7 ^ _ 2 , if 5 1 3 < t < 7 5 7 , 
0.114 + 1 . 2 6 i r t _ i — 0.730y;_2, if 758<t< 1024. 
\ 
The estimated (T'S of the 3 segments are 0.964, 1.038 and 0.958 respectively. 
The Bayesian-SCAD approach is also applied to the same realization with A 
running from 0.07 to 0.11 with an increment of 0.01. (All the other GA parameters 
are set exactly the same as in Auto-PARM). Two break points are also estimated 
but the locations are at f ] = 512 and 千2 -二- 768. The Bayesian-SCAD approach 
also estimates the orders correctly from the data, and the fitted model is 
0.114+ 0.89iy,_], if 1 < t < 511, 
= 0 . 0 6 6 + 1 . 6 8 0 r , , _ i - 0 . 8 ( ) 7 y t —2, if 5 1 2 < t < 7 6 7 . 
0 . 1 0 1 + 1.224y；—1 — 0 . 7 2 0 y 卜 2， if 76S<t< 1 0 2 4 , 
\ 
The corresponding (T/S are 0.964, 1.038 and 0.958 for j = 1,2,3. 
Assuming the AR model in the last piece will persist for another 5 more obser-
vations after 1024. the /-step ahead forecast values for /. = 1,…，5 arc computed 
in the following way: given the estimated coefficients of the last segment, the 1-
step ahead forecasts are computed using the past data while multiple-step ahead 
forecasts are computed using the forecast values and the past data, i.e., 
( 
0 . 1 1 4 + 1 . 2 6 1 Y i o 2 4 + z - 1 - 0 . 7 3 0 y i o 2 4 + z - 2 , f o r i = 1 ’ 
1^024+^  ::= 0.114 + 1.26lfi02-i+卜 1 - 0.730^1024+^-2, for t 二 2, 





0.101 + 1.224yi024+i-i — 0.720yio24+z-2, for i = 1, 
1^024+r 二 < 0.101 + l.224Yi024+i-i — 0720Yio24+i-2’ for I = 2， 
0.101 + 1.224^^024+.卜 1 — 0.72()y-io24+z-2, tor i : 3,4, 5, 
v 
where and 1^024+^ , are the z-step ahead Auto-PARM estimate and Bayesian-
SCAD (estimation of n^spoctivdy. Tlic foixK a^sting jxn-foniiaiicos of tho two 
approaches are shown in the Table 4.1. 
7. 二 1 i = 2 i = 3 i 二 4 i = 5 M E A N 
Outsample Value 1.7802 0 .1180 -1 .5092 -2 .7471 -3 .5838 
?.-step Ahead A u t o - P A R M 1.0426 1.0238 -0 .0129 -0.6'192 -0,69-18 
Forecast S C A D Approacli 1.8<)2：3 U.'J2'17 -O.llGG -(3.7088 -(>.(;!) U) 
卜step Ahead Square A u t o - F A R M 0.0264 0.820-1 2 .2389 '1.40J 1 8 .3165 3 .1667 
Forci-asl Error S C A D Approach 0.0120 0.fi�>08 1.9303 4 .1548 8 .3029 3.0241 
Table 4.1: Coinparison of forecasting performance in section 4.1 
50 realizations of the above process are simulated independently and each of 
tli() s(!ri(\s is analyses I by using both tlu; Auto-PARM approach and t",h(�Bayasiaii-
SCAD approach. For each method, E广to-PARM 二 — ^'iSi+J'/S and 
= Yl^^^iiylSL+r — are computed； where is the real value 
of Y\o24+i of the A:-th realization, is the ？:-step ahead Auto-PARM estimate 
of and Y^ol^ i^ is the ？'-step ahead Bayesiaii-SCAD estimation of 7/02)4+*. 
Considering t,h(�（liff()r()ii(‘,(�in nu^ aii sqiiaixnl forecast, (mors, i.e. Dk = efuto-PARM — 
efCAD, the 50 simulation experiments give D = -0.1239 and s.e.{D) = 0.0945. 
By assuming CLT holds, confidence interval of E{Df,) is (-0.3092, 0.0615). Thus, 
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E[Di,) is not significantly different from 0. The results suggest that our proposed 
approach and Auto-PARM have similar forecasting power for the piecewise AR 
model in equation (4.1). In the next section, we will illustrate the advantage of 
using Bayesian-SCAD method if the underlying model is piecewise seasonal AR. 
4.2 Piecewise Seasonal A R Process 
In this section, we simulated a piecewise seasonal AR series with 2 break points: 
-().81；_2 + 0.47,_4 + + e,., if I < t < 300. 
= i)JYt-2 + 0.5Q, rf 301 < ^ < GOO, (4.2) 
i).6Yt-:i - 0.37卜6 + Q， if 601 < t < 1000, 
where e , � i . i . d . iV(0,1). Note that the process in the first segment is AR,(6) with 
non-zero coefficients at lags 2，4 and 6 while the process in the second segment 
is AR(2) with the only non-zero coefficient at lag 2. The process in the third 
segment is another AR(6) with non-zero coefficients at lags 3 and 6. Also, the 
noise level in the second segment is substantially lower than those in the other 
segments. A typical realization of this process is shown in Figure 4.2. 
For this realization, Auto-PARM gives two break points at — 300 and 
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Figure 4.2: A realization from the piecewise AR process in equation (4.2) 
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千2 = 600. The fitted model is: 
0.150 一 0.044y,_i — 0.776K_2 + 0.005^,_3 
+ 0.261Yt-4 + 0.047yt_5 + 0.353y(_6, if 1 < t < 299, 
Yt = 0.044 十 O-OOSYt-i + 0.628Yi_2 - 0.073Yt-3, if 300 < t < 599, 
-0 .019 + 0.032y;._i + 0.049¥^—2 + 0.610^；_3 
—0.052y,_4 一 0.042)1—5 — 0.393y;_6 + 0.045yt—7’ if 600 < t < 1000, 
dj for j = 1,2,3 are 1.066, 0.527 and 0.965 respectively. 
The Bayesian-SCAD approach to the realization with A running from 0.05 to 
0.09 wit h an iii(T(�iii(�iit, of O.Ol giv(\s t,li(�corrcu'.t, iiuinlxn- of bix^ak points. T l i d r 
locations are estimated as fi 二 301 and 千2 = (肌 . A g a i n the SCAD penalty 
function helps in estimating the period of each piece and the result is: 
0.149 - 0.779>；_2 + 0.2751；—,1 十 0 .37iy;_6, if 1 < i < 300, 
= 0.043 + if 301 < t < 000, 
- 0 . 0 2 3 + 0.638"Kt-3 — 0.4267^—6， if 601 < t < 1000. 
V. 
Tli() ('()iT(\s])()ii(liiig a j for the 3 sogiiunits arc 1.0(35, 0.524 and 0.908. 
Assuming the last model will run for another 5 observations after t = lOOO， 
the forecasting performances of the two methods are shown in Table 4.2. 
Another 50 realizations are simulated independently and both approaches 
are applied to each of these simulated series. Similar to the previous section, 
w�co i i iput� th (� i iK ia i i .squared forcx-ast (iirors (�UTO—PARM &。（1 Also, 
compare the forecasting performances by using D^ = EFUTO—PARM — gSCAD por 
these 50 experiments, D 二 0.0498 and s.e.{D) 二 0.0190. The corresponding 95% 
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i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 M E A N 
Oiilsamplc Value 0.2541 1.391 -4 .7061 0 .2582 -0 .0686 
i-step Ahead A u t o - P A R M -0.1456 0.1354 -2 .1841 -0 .3066 -0 .0622 
Forecast S C A D Approach -0 .1383 0.3243 -2 .2520 -0 .4691 0.0422 
i-st.cp Ahead Square A u t o - P A R M 0.1598 1.5760 6.3605 0 .3190 0.0001 1.6830 
Forecast Error S C A D Approach 0.1540 1.1372 6.0223 0 .5290 0.0123 1.5709 
Tables 4.2: Goiiiparisoii of forecasting jp(]-f()riiiaiic() in s(x:t,i()ii 4.2 
asym])t,()tic (:mifi(l(viic(�iiitcn-val for E(Da：) is (().()3()8. 0.0088). Th(�rd.or()，E{Df,) 
is significantly different from 0. In fact, the above iiifonnation also gives a one-
tailed ])-value of 0.(304 for testing if E{Df.) is positive. The conclusion is that 
our i)ioi)()secl approach oil average out performs Auto-PARA I for this piecewise 
seasonal AR model. 
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Chapter 5 
Real Data Analysis 
5.1 Description and Source of Data 
This chapter aims at comparing the prediction performance of both approaches 
by using the time series of the inonthly deaths and serious injuries on roads in 
UK. Note that siiux^ s(�at l)dt, legislation was iiitrodiuxHl in UK in Fdn.uai.y 1983. 
a structural behavioral change in the data should be expected around that time. 
The data, starts at January 1975 and last for 10 years, i.e., 120 observations are 
collected. We denote this series by { y j and show it in Figure 5.1. 
This data set is analysed by Davis et al. (2006) and Brock well and Davis 
(2002). Ill particular, tluiy both build thoir inodcLs on Xi = i/i — y 1.-12 IxH-aiisc of 
the seasonality of the data. Figure 5.2 is the time series plot of { ;z�} . 
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Fig\ir(； 5.2: Time sorins plot of X/ = yt — yt—u 
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5.2 Model Fitting 
Davis et al. (2006) use Auto-PARM to segment the series of {xt} into three pieces 
with break points at n = 86 (February 1983) and T2 二 98 (February 1984). The 
first two pieces are found to be meaii-plus-noise models and the last piece is an 
AR ])i()(x\ss of order 1. Th() fit shows that tlici.c is a stnictnral cliango in 
time series after February 1983, which coincides with the time of the seat belt 
legislation. However, we could not compare the prediction performance as the 
future \'alues are not available. 
Ill Older to compare the out-saiiiplo perfoniiaiice, the last 5 observations are 
k('])t away from the (>st,iination roiitiiu^s. Anto-PyVRM ])artiti()iis tlu) tiiiK^ s(�i.i(，s 
into two pieces with a break point at Ti 二 86 (February 1983). The first piece is 
found to be i.i.d. and the second piece is an AR process of order 1. 
3.353, if 1 < ^ < 85, 
•T, = (5.1) 
-8G.373 + ().594.T,,_I, if 86 < /, < 103, 
V 
wliicli can he translated into t\u) original scu'ics as: 
( 
3.353 + 1^ —12, if 13 < i < 97， 
Vi = (5.2) 
-86.373 + 0.594(y,_i — iM—rs) + yt—u if 98 < i < 115， 
\ 
and the a's for the 2 segments are 140.82 and 195.13 respectively. 
Auto-PARM suggests that a break point is at t 二 98 (February 1983). From 
Ui(�ni()(ld ill (Hiuatioii (5.1), the first pi(、（:G is found to bo a ni(^aii-])lus-ii()iso iii()(ld 
and the second piece is a stationary AR process of order 1. Taking expectation 
ill both sides of equation (5.1), we have E{xt) = 3.353 and E{xi) 二 -86.373/(1 -
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0.594) = —212.741 for the first segment and the second segment, respectively. 
The first model shows a slightly increasing trend before February 1983, with the 
current level of yt being the level 12 months ago plus a small increment of 3.353. 
After the legislation, a. decreasing trend appears and the current level is on average 
212.741 less than the level 12 months ago. Although the fitted model shows the 
the legislation of seat belt is effective in reducing the death and serious injuries 
on the road, the second segment also implies an absurd consequence of yt will 
go negative aftor some tiine because of the average annual decrement of 212.741. 
Another leiiiarkable fact about the fitted model is that: since :r,. 二 ijt. — yt.-\2 is 
the�variable of interest, the fitted AR models are both non-statioiiary because of 
the unit root in the equation I — D^ '^  = 0. 
Instead of building the model from {‘r,.}, our methodology should be able to 
capture the underlying seasonality. Therefore, we analyse ijt directly by using our 
algorithm with A running from 0.01 to 0.30 and the increment 0.01. The fitted 
model is: 
( 
726.861 + 0.563^,2, if I < t < 96, 
iJt = (5.3) 
1337.58 + 0.290?/,_i - 0.309饥_6, if 97 < t < 115, 
V 
with (Ti = 146.19 and &2 二 117.78. 
One break point is also found by Bayesian-SCAD approach for the series. 
The Bayesian-SCAD fitted model in equation (5.3) implies that the break point 
T] = 97 is (x)iT(�si)()ii(iiiig to January 1983 wliic.li is ()u() inontli (饥rlioi, than the s(饥t, 
belt legislation. The first piece is found to be AR(12) with a non-zero coefficient 
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at lag 12 and the second piece is found to be AR(6) with non-zero coefficients at 
lags 1 and 6. The first AR model is no doubt a stationary model. We check the 
second model by solving the polynomial equation 1 - 0.290B + 0.309B'' = 0 and 
find that the roots are 1.089 土 0.664i，0.071 士 1.2232 and 1.018 土 0.539?:. Since the 
moduli of all the roots are greater than 1. the second segment is also stationary. 
By taking expectation in both sides of equation (5.3), we get E[yi) = 726.974/(1 — 
0.563) = 1663.56 for the first segment and = 1337.58/(1 -0 .290 + 0 .309 ) -
1312.64 for the second segment. It suggests that iiioiithly deaths and serious in-
juries fluctuates aromid 1663.56 before January 1983 while such level is reduced 
to 1312.64 after the legislation. Therefore, our fitted model also manifests the 
success of imposing seat belt legislation. 
For the first segment, the fitted model is a stationary seasonal AR which means 
that the deaths and serious injuries counts would remain cyclical around 1663.56 
if there was no seat belt legislation on February 1983. Note that it is different 
from Auto-PARM first segment which suggests an annual average increment of 
3.353. Our AR model in the second piece implies that the lag 12 seasonal pattern 
is (at least temporarily) destroyed after the legislation and the ciirrcnt level of iji 
is affected by the level of the previous month and that of 6 months ago. Also. 
•iji would vary around the level of 1312.64 and would not go negative like what 
Auto-PARM fitted model implies. 
Because of the miniinuin span constraint and the short time series in the 
Hocoiid pioco, the Bayosian-SCAD algorithm may not bo able to capturo the lag 
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12 seasonal pattern even if that persists after the legislation. However, we do 
expect such pattern would be able to be modelled by the proposed methodology 
if more data are available in the future. Moreover, although the fitted AR(6) 
model could possibly be a temporary pattern, we are going to show in the next 
section that such pattern does give a superior short-termed forecast. 
5.3 Prediction Results 
Since 5 observations are (Idiheratdy kept away from the estimation process, we 
(‘ail now (!()iiii)ai(^ tlid foixuiast.iii^ 1)()\V(T of 1)()1 li iii()(l(�ls by using' tli(,s(，（mtsamplr 
(lata. Table 5.1 provides the ‘smmnai.y: 
/, = J 16 t = 117 f = 118 t = 119 t = 120 M E A N 
Heal Value 1284 1444 1575 1737 1763 
Predicted A u t o - P A R M 1081.1 1306.3 1328.9 1302.7 1319.5 
\alue S C A D Approach 1332.7 1328.7 1380,6 1338.0 J360.2 
Squaro Aut.o-PARM /11 152 18973 605G2 188599 19GG5G 101188 
Error S C A D Approach 2317 13291 37780 159207 162264 74983 
Table 5.1: Comparison of the out-sample prediction performance 
Note that Bayesian-SCAD forecasts are closer to the real values than the 
Auto-PARM ones for all steps. That results in a substantial difference in the 




While piecewise AR model is effective in approximating local stationary behavior, 
the cstiniatioii problem is highly non-trivial. Recently, Davis et. al. (2006) propose 
a GA-})as(ul i)i-()(:(k1ui.(�l)y optimizing t.lic critcuia of MDL. Although llu； ‘su(xx)ss 
of such procedure has been justified by many computational experiments and 
proof of consistency, this thesis aims at improving the existing technology by 
incorporating the state-of-the-art model selection scheme such that the chosen 
autoregressive terms in each piece could capture certain seasonality. By means 
of t,h(�SCAD p(;iialty [miction in Fan and Li (2001), w(�iiicoi.p()i,at,(�a variables 
selection process via a Bayesian formulation. Assuming prior for the location 
of break points, the posterior distribution of the parameters is derived. Since 
finding the posterior mode can be reduced to a task of evaluating the optimal 
break points under a fixed value of A (the SCAD thresholding parameter). GA is 
applicicl to a grid of A values and r(�t,m.iis tlui sd, of bniak points coiTcspoiidiiig to 
40 
the smallest BIC. 
The results of the simulation experiments show that our proposed algorithm 
perform almost the same as the Auto-PARM if there is no hidden seasonality 
in each AR piece. However, our methodology would give better forecast than 
Auto-PARM if there exists seasonality in each piece. Such observation is further 
verified in the real data study of Chapter 5. Note that since our approach needs 
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